Never look down on anybody unless you are helping him up. Jesse Jackson

Barley Lane School
Hard work, humility, kindness
Pupil Premium 16/17
How best to spend PP has been and continues to be a cause for debate and discussion across the team and
governing body because the initiative was driven by funding not getting to its target of those most deserving
of additional resources in a wider system where specific targeted funding often at risk of missing that target
in large mainstream settings and instead subsumed into wider corporate spending.
We are a in contrast a small specialist school but equally significant is we have around 60% of students
typically attracting the funding and the remaining student body presenting as equally complex and deserving
and many on the cusp of attracting that funding so in this context we are not considering a small elite of
potentially over-looked students but instead a majority and arguably morally and practicably all?
There was also a growing sense and concern that our focus was becoming on the easiest way to present and
explain and measure spending and not on what would most help the children and young people? As staff and
governors reflected on and debated where money best spent several key themes and ideas emerged and they
are set out in a diagram on page 2 below and described narratively as follows:


Discussion in and across the community both formal and informal recognized that whilst horse riding
and forest school valuable and valid and far easier to “account” for on budget sheets inarguably the most
powerful work over time with our youngsters has been done by skilled and empathetic staff mentoring
and sponsoring and caring for them and there are very powerful examples of professional but no less
authentic “parenting” ameliorating risky behaviour and promoting in one uplifting example measurable
over achievement at GCSE for a CiC.



Accessing then daily better and more support from talented and committed staff (and keeping and
developing those people given stability and embedded long term relationships key to our youngsters) is
more coherent and powerful in impacting positively on behaviour and learning than accessing a range of
individualized activities; that said where there are clear and specific needs and benefits for children we
will and do personalize spending (see table below columns 1 and 6).



This means in practice other students benefit also but the impact on those attracting PP is greater using
that collective approach so it is both pragmatic and common sense to do so rather than diminish the
impact through a multiplicity of less cost effective and impactful individual spending.



PP funding has then allowed the school to recruit more and retain and develop talented and committed
staff across the team and whilst the impact of skilled support in behaviour and learning is tricky to
forensically measure the core measures of behaviour and learning progress and their trends for example
a reduction in holding a child or the achievement or over achievement of a predicted GCSE grade are
directly attributable to it.



Linked to this matter of measuring “impact” governors have logically and pragmatically become more
and more focussed on individual student journeys and outcomes when the student body is ever shifting
small and truly eclectic and so conventional data for example comparing GCSE outcomes year on year
unhelpful and potentially misleading; the school is therefore working on more developed and diverse
ways to reporting to parents and anonymously to governors and interested professionals (see page 3
below).



As a community we also are clear that accessing a broader and enriching curriculum and support and
mentoring services beyond school a powerful contributor to the children and young people’s motivation,
happiness and development.; in practice collective purchases of for example vocational education the
only option and always more economic.

Reasoning

1. There is an
individual,
specific and
particular need
that requires
specific and
additional and
focussed input?


We know accessing freely and habitually highly skilled staff in-house has
the most powerful impact on behaviour, learning and wellbeing.

In-house creativity about
the curriculum been
hugely positively
impactful but expensive

2. Behaviour the core
3. Academic
obstacle and everunderachievement
present and
is the key risk and
consistent day to day
additional and
skilled insightful and
focussed academic
close support the
mentoring and
key response?
support the key
response

4. Emotional fragility
and or turmoil the
key risk to
happiness and
learning and
skilled mentoring
and counselling
key response

5. The conventional
6. There is a genuine
curriculum is the issue
lack of opportunity
we need to be
to access activities
pragmatic and
and experiences
creative in getting
that would
access to diverse and
enhance happiness,
different things and
self-esteem and
ways to learn?
learning?





An example might 
be purchasing
additional and
expert input in
speech and
language therapy.

Strong and or
additional learning
support from the
measurably most
skilled staff is
needed every day in
every lesson



Dedicated and
additional time
with our most
highly skilled and
effective teachers
and support staff

Access in house or
beyond to mentors
and counsellors
that can build trust
over time and
support and soften
worries and
anxieties.

Purchasing vocational
courses and creating
bespoke packages that
are closely supported
and scrutinised and
tweaked



Accessing horse
riding for example
or music lessons?

Pupil A student

Key stage 2/3/4

level of risk and challenge: high medium low

2, 3, 4, 5, 6

How will funding be deployed






Additional LSAs recruited and deployed with group
Retention and accelerated development of talented teacher.
Dedicated senior behaviour manager maintained in primary unit.
Access to outdoor education and social and cultural activities (fun!)

Learning



Access to highly skilled teacher and additional LSA support

Behaviour



Access to and support from experienced and senior behaviour
manager

Personal development











Emotional literacy
Team building
Team building
Raft building
Kayaking
English national Touring Opera
Royal Albert memorial Museum
Exeter Film Festival
Beach visit rock-pooling.

Opportunities created

Reasoning (see below/overleaf)

Enrich curriculum

Social and cultural

Impact (available measures and indicators)
attendance



97% (all pupils 89%)

Learning progress




English-good
Maths-outstanding

Threshold for “good” learning
behaviour in class 75%
Threshold for “respectful and kind”
behaviour in class 75%



99% (ranking 2/23)




99% (ranking 2/23)

Exclusion fixed term



zero

Exclusion permanent



zero

Recorded incidents (includes
holding)



zero

Pupil feedback

2 (scale of 1-4 with 1 highest rating for happiness and learning)

Parent carer feedback

2 (scale of 1-4 with 1 highest rating for happiness and learning)

accreditation

Pertinent professional feedback

Example uses 2015-16 outcomes; evidence will be collated and reported for all PP students July 2017

Notes and comments
Tracking PP spend
Key costs staffing:
2 additional LSA recruited approximate

cost including on-costs

£24

I additional behaviour manager recruited

cost including on-costs

£16k

4 promoted posts

cost including on-costs

£12k

Total

£52k

Estimated income from PP approximately

£40k

